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Lia Scott is an independent Toronto-based pop singer-songwriter and performer.  

Her music is like a story; every song is a chapter in a life that shows listeners it really is possible 
to overcome the odds against us. Her music speaks to those who know adversity, telling us all 
that it is possible to move beyond the things that hold us back and to live as our truest selves. 

Lia’s performing journey began with her grade 3 talent show where she sang and danced on 
stage for the first time. Lia's performance was selected and featured in the French local news 
paper "Le Voyageur" 

Following upon her musical childhood, Lia studied performing arts in high school before moving 
to Toronto where she further honed her singing and stage presence. 

In Toronto she trained privately with the legendary Micah Barnes and enrolled in the Randolph 
College For The Performing Arts where she studied acting, singing and dancing.  

Upon graduating in 2014, Lia worked with Mike Schlosser of Little Noise Records who helped 
her develop her sound and song writing skills.  

In summer 2019, Lia found strength and inspiration in her bond with indie singer-songwriter 
Rebecca Madamba (BEX). Together, BEX and Lia did a tandem tour in Toronto called "Love 
Tour: Then and Now", and raised funds for SKETCH Toronto - an advocacy organization for 
Toronto’s homeless and otherwise marginalized people.  

During this time, Lia also started working with Toronto producer Mark Zubek of Zedd Records, 
and in January 2020 released her most personal and expressive single to date... "Frozen".  

"Frozen" reflects many of the pains Lia experienced after moving to Toronto on her own at 19 to 
pursue her dreams; while not having much support and feeling very alone. 

The following year, Lia worked with video producer and director Cristian Moreno of Light Pro 
Studios and his full team to bring about the video for “Frozen”; which released in summer 2021. 

 Most recently, Lia has released her newest single and video for “It Ain’t Easy”; a pop ballad and 
anthem also written by her and produced by Mark Zubek.  

For the video, she worked alongside director and cinematographer Patrick Hodgson and 
choreographer Angela Joyce; who also choreographed the dancing in Lia’s "Frozen" video. 

Lia's new single “It Ain’t Easy” is a bit of a sequel to her video for “Frozen” now showing the 
next stage in her life, after having "conquered her own demons". It’s an anthem about finding 
inner peace, and trusting that things will now fall into place the way they are meant to. The song 
is full of hope for what is possible now that "I know that I'm alright", as she sings in her lyrics. 



Lia Scott collaborated with Zack Steels of “Super Events” to bring about her launch party for “It 
Ain’t Easy”. She performed her new single live at Firkin on Bay Street (Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada) with her backing band to kick off and celebrate her new release and premier her new 
video.  

Lia is currently writing more music, however is ready with her backing band to perform when 
the opportunity strikes. Sign up to her newsletter or keep an eye out on her 
website www.liascottmusic.com for news on upcoming shows! 


